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1. Introduction

One of the few safe predictions in the field
of economics is thal people will remain reluc
tant lo pay taxes. Hence questions of the
proper ways of raising the necessary govern
ment revenue will always be on the agenda of
public policy discussion. In recent years the
ever-ongoing imernational debate on tax
policy has tended to focus on the tax treat
ment of income from capital, probably be
cause the experience of slow growth and high
and fluctuating rates of inflation has revealed
more clearly than previously the distortionary
character of a nominal income tax system
which taxes different types of capital income
and different categories of savers and in
vestOrs at very unequal rates.

]n some countries the debate has been ac
companied by major lax reforms, with the
1986 U.S. reform being the most spectacular
example, As Sinn (1985, 1987a) has argued
persuasively, the recent changes in U.S. tax
laws will have a major impact on the world
capital market, and for this reason these re
forms should be of interest to all economists
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Flemming Darby Jensen. The lauer three pIllS Esben Dal
gourd and Terkel Terke/sen (llso kindly prm'ided some
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and economic policy makers. Due to the
smallness of the Danish economy, there is no
similar reason why foreign observes should
pay attention to the recent reforms of Danish
capital income taxation which are the subject
of this paper. Our discussion may nevenheless
be of some interest to an international audien
ce because of certain speciaJ features of the
new Danish tax system: First, according [Q the
recemly enacted tax reform, capital income
will (wilh some modifications to be noted
later) systematically and deliberately be taxed
at lower rates than labour income, Le. the
principle of progressive taxation of global in
come has been officially abolished. Second,
the Danish tax system represents a peculiar
mixture of »nominalistic») and Mcah) ele
ments, for while taxes are predominantly
levied on nominal income, it is attempted to
levy a substantial part of capital income taxes
on some rough measure of real income.

The main purpose of the present paper is
to investigate whether the reforms of the
J980's have in fact succeeded in lowering the
real effective marginal tax rates on capital in
come, and whether the previous gaps between
the effective marginal tax rates on different
forms of savings and investment have actually
been narrowed. As a background for this
analysis, section 2 provides a verbal outline
of the Danish tax reforms. Seclion 3 describes
the theoretical framework for and the quan
titative assumptions underlying our calcula
tions, and section 4 presents and interprets our
numerical estimates of marginal effective tax
rates. Finally, section 5 summarizes the main
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conclusions and points (Q some limitations of
our study.

In the spirit of King and Fullerton (1984),
we have chosen to be rather specific in ex
plaining our methods of calculation so that
readers should in principle be able (0 check
all our results and possibly apply a similar
methodology to the tax system of their own
country. However, readers with no particular
interest in methodological details may pass di
rectly from section 3.2, which gives a general
explanation of the concept of marginal effec
tive fax rates, to 5&1ioo 4, which discusses our
empirical results.

2. Danish tax reforms in the 1980's

2. /. Criticisms of the Danish fax system
around 1980

At the beginning of the 1980's, the Danish
income tax system was under severe strain.
Although the overaH tax burden in Denmark
is not as high as in certain orher countries such
as Sweden, the burden of the personal income
tax is the highest in the world because the
Danish government raises almost half of total
revenue via this tax. As a consequence. the
marginal tax rate for typical medium-income
taxpayers in 1980 was close to 60 percent (58,2
percent to be precise), and for quite a large
proportion of taxpayers it was almost 70 per
cent. The incentives for tax avoidance and tax
evasion were therefore very strong. At the
same time the highly unequal tax treatment of
different types of capital income and the large
gaps between the marginal tax rates of dif
ferent categories of investors provided ample
opportunities for tax arbitrage, at least for
»smart» investors in high-income brackets
with access to credit. As a result of this, there
was a widespread feeling rhat the intended
progressivilY of the tax system was being un
dermined, and that the tax base was being
eroded by arbitrage arrangements which
necessitated further increases in statutory tax
rates, thus enhancing the incentive for further
arbitrage and tax evasion, and so on in a
vicious circle. While most popular discussions
tended to focus on the distributional implica
tions of the various »Ioopholes» (real and
imaginary) offered by the tax system, econo
mists also pointed out the distortions of

resource allocation stemming from the large
difference in marginal tax rates on the various
forms of savings and investment.

In particular. economists repeatedly stres
sed the inequities and misallocations resulting
from the fact thar some categories of investors
were faced with very high marginal tax rates
on nominal capital income, leaving them with
negative real rates of return after tax, whereas
some other important groups of investors were
altogether exempt from lax.

The extensive dissatisfaction with the exist
ing tax system has led to a flood of tax reform
measures in the 1980's. However, while po
licy makers generally agreed upon the need for
sweeping changes in the tax code, their prio
rities often differed, both across political par
ties and over time, and the actual reform bills
of course reflect this faCl. Thus the recem
Danish reforms seem to have been motivated
by at least five types of considerations which,
unfortunately, are not necessarily mutually
consistent: First. there has been a half·hearted
attempt (Q move towards the taxation of real
rather than nominal capital income in some
parts of the capital market. Second, there have
been cffous to ensure a morc uniform and
more broadly based taxation of capital in
come. Third, and despite these efforts, politi·
cians have nevertheless wished to promote eer·
lain types of savings and investment. Fourth,
in a rather ad hoc manner policy-makers have
tried to eliminate some undesirable side effects
of the system of capital gains taxation. Fifth,
the recent dramatic decline in the Danish pri
vate sector savings rate and the associated ex
plosion of [he balance of payments current ac
count deficit have made politicians eager to
call forth more privale savings by manipulat
ing the lax system. Below we shaU describe [he
most important tax reform measures springing
from these policy goals.

1.2. The indexation of depreciation
allowances

The introduction of »feal» elements into an
otherwise nominal income tax system is illus
trated by the changes in depreciation allow
ances enacted in 1982. Prior to that time the
tax code only allowed depreciation on a his
toricaJ cost basis, but since 1982 the nominal
book value of capital goods is adjusted each
year in accordance with the rise in a general
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price index, and depreciation allowances are
then calculated on this adjusted basis. The
new system thus approximates depreciation on
a replacement cost basis and, as we know
from the theory of taxation, firms should then
be allowed to deduct only the real interest pay
ments on their debt if one wishes the tax
system to be »neutral» towards business in
vestment (see e.g. King, 1977, p. 242). Yelthe
full deductibility of all nominal interest from
taxable business profits has been preserved in
the Danish tax law, and hence the move
towards depreciation based on replacement
costs has significantly increased the incentive
to invest, as our calculations will demonstrate.

2.3. The tax on pension savings

Another very important »rea)) element in
the Danish system of capital income taxation
was introduced in 1983 with the enactment of
a special tax on the interest earnings on pen
sion savings via the socalled })L-P seeton>, i.e.
life insurance companies, pension funds, and
the pension business of banks. For adminis
trative reasons, the tax is levied on the finan
cial institutions in the L-P sector and not on
individual savers. Essentially the law aims at
taxing away any real imerest earnings on pen
sion savings exceeding 3.5 0J0 per annum. This
goal is to be realized via a tax on the nominal
income of each financial institution. The tax
rate is reset every year according to the fol
lowing principles: First, the average nominal
rate of return on the bond-holdings of the ag
gregate L-P sector in the previous year is cal
culated, using a rather complex formula. On
the basis of this )}synthetic» rale of return and
the average annual increase in the cost-of
living index in the perjod from 2.5 [00.5 years
before the year of taxation, the tax rale is cal
culated so as to leave a real after-tax rate of
return of 3.5 0/0, with a very schematic deduc
tion for the administration costs of the L-P
sector. Each financial institution in the sector
is thus faced with an exogenous tax rate on
nominal income, and consequently there is no
guarantee thai every individual institulion
(and hence individual pension savers) will
always obtain a real rate of return of 3.5 %.
An institution with particularly skillful port
folio managers can raise its after-tax real rate
of return above that level, whereas bad port
folio management may force real earnings be~
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low 3.5 070. In other words, the tax is a pro·
gressive tax on real interest earnings only from
the viewpoint of the L-P seClQr as a whole,
while it is an ordinary (though fluctuating) tax
on nominal income from the point of view of
individual agents in that sector.

Many points of criticism have recently been
raised against the special tax on the L-P
sector, but here I shall restate only those
points which are most relevant for our pur
pose: First, the schematic deduction for ad
ministration costs seems to have been set at an
unrealistically low level. Second, if the market
real rate of interest falls below 3.5 0J0 (but re
mains positive), the resulting »shortfalh) of L
P sector real earnings will not imply any tax
relief in subsequent years if the real interest
rate returns above the 3,5 % - level. For
these two reasons, il is considered unrealistic
thai the L-P sector will in practice be able to
earn a real rate of return on its bond holdings
higher than 3 OJo over the long run. This may
cause some grurnblings among pension savers,
but from society's point of view it is probably
desirable that the assets of future pensioners
do not accumulate at a rate significantly above
the economy's expected long-term growth
rate, since it would otherwise be necessary to
raise taxes on the working populalion to make
room for the consumption demand stemming
from a high level of future pensions.

While the introduction of the L-P sector tax
did represent in itself an important step
towards a more uniform taxation of capital
income, the inclination of politicians to keep
on manipulating the pattern of savings and in·
vestment is reflected in the fact that the in
come of L-P institutions from shares and in
dexed bonds is still entirely lax-free. As a re
sult of this provision, the L-P sector holdings
of those two types of assets have grown ra·
pidly in recent years. I

I Indexed bonds mainly servp to finance ren1al hous·
ing in Ihe cooperative housing sector. The L-P sector holds
about 11410 Ihirds ofoutstanding indexed bonds, and our
calculalions below therefore assume thaI the prices of
these bonds will lend 10 be determined by the arbitrage
behaviour of this investor group. More sfX'Ci/ically, we
assume that the equilibrium real role of interest on in
dexed bonds will equal Ihe 3 0/, real interesl after tax
which L-P sector investors may expect 10 earn on their
holdings of traditional non-indexed bonds.

It is worth noting that ordinary household investors are
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2.4. Conflicting trends in capital
gains taxation

The desire of policy makers to stimulate the
then dormant Danish stock market probably
also motivated the substantial lightening of the
ta.xation of capital gains on shares which took
place between 1981 and 1983. Like before,
banks, brokers, investment companies and
other financial market agents who deal in
financial assets as part of their normal busi
ness transactions are still subject to tax at or
dinary rates on accrued capital gains on shares
and other financial instruments while at the
same time being entitled to deduct capital
losses. For non-financial investors, however,
capital gains on shares are now completely tax
free if the shares have been held for more than
three years and if the seller has controlled less
than 25 % of the company's stock. Even in
the case of dominant shareholders controlling
25 % or more of the stock, realized gains are
taxed relatively mildly as socalled ))extra
ordinary income» (»srerlig indkomst»). We
shall illustrate later on how these changes have
affected the cost of capital for corporations
financing their investments by retained ear
nmgs.

While the taxation of capital gains on real
estate has also been eased due to a law passed
in 1982, there has been one important excep
tion to the recent trend towards a more liberal
tax treatment of capital gains: As a conse·
quence of a law passed in 1985 as part of a
broader tax reform, the possibilities for scar·
ing substantial capital gains on bonds and
similar financial assets have been much re
duced. Prior to that time a non-financial in
vestor with access to credit could incur debt
with a fully deductible coupon rate of interest
equal to the market interest rate and use the
proceeds of the Joan to buy a low-coupon
bond or mortgage·deed the effective yield of
which consisted to a large part of a tax-free
capital gain at the time of redemption. Thus
the after-tax profits from such an arbitrage
transaction could be positive, even if the total
effective pre-tax rate of interest on the loan
exceeded the effective pre-tax bond yield. The
1985-law aims to stop this kind of traffic by

taxed only Oil/heir real in/erest eaminRs on indexed bonds.
The introduction ofthis newjinanl'ial instrumem in 1981
thus marked anorher step to .....ards the taxation of reut
rather /han nominal income. .

stipulating that non-financial investors be
taxed at ordinary rates on realized capital
gains on all financial assets except shares, un
less the asset has a coupon rate of interest at
the time of issue amounting to at least 7/8 of
an official minimum rate of interest, which is
calculated twice a year as the average effec~

tive market rate of interest on bonds during
the previous half year. On the other hand,
bonds etc. issued with a coupon rate equal to
or higher than the minimum rate at the time
of issue receive the »blue stamp» in Danish
capital market jargon, implying that possible
future capital gains on these securities will be
tax-free for ever after. Thus the law prevents
only large capital gains which can be predicted
already at the time of issue.

Though the new law will significantly re
duce the capital loss incurred by bond debtors
when bonds are issued below par, policy
makers nevenheless felt it necessary to elim
inate the tax deductibility of such capital losses
by banning the socalled »cash loans)) offered
by mongage credit institutions. These loans,
which had been in operation since 1980, had
a fully deductible interest rate equal to the
effective interest rate on the underlying bonds.
After their elimination, new mortgage debtors
can only deduct the COUPOIl interest payments
on the bonds, and this has lead to some in
crease in the after-tax cost of debt finance via
the bond market.

2.5. The 1985 lax reform

The wide-ranging income tax legislation
agreed upon in 1985 and enacted in 1985-86
marks the culmination of the reform work of
the 1980's. The 1985-86 reform measures re
lated to the personal income tax as well as to
the taxation of incorporated and unincor
porated business firms. The official goals of
the reform package, which was supported by
a broad coalition of six political parties rang
ing from Social Democrats to Conservatives,
were:

to reduce the scope for tax arbilrage
to promote private savings
to reduce marginal tax rates
to secure more fairness in the distribution
of the tax burden

The new personal tax code seeks lO realize
these goals by introducing two new legal con-
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cepts of income: Capital income is income
from (nonhuman) wealth like interest, divi
dends, imputed rent on owner--occupied houses
etc. 2 Personal income is mainly comprised of
wages, private pensions and transfers from go
vernment. There is a deduction of 3 070 of per
sonal income in so far as this deduction does
not exceed 3,500 kr. Savings for pension pur·
poses are also deductible from personal in
come and thus continue to receive »)Consump
tion tax treatment»). The previous concept of
taxable income has been preserved in the new
tax code. It is defined as the sum of capital
income and personal income minus certain de~

ductions such as the work-related expenses of
wage earners.

The original reform proposal from the
government aimed at a purely proportional
taxation of capital income combined with
progressive taxation of high income from la
bour, in accordance with the recommenda
tions of an expert commiuee including severa]
distinguished economists (see Kristensen et
alia, 1982). This aim is reflected in the fol
lowing provisions of the new Danish tax code:
Taxable income is subject to a proportional
tax of about 50 fJlo, depending on the local
government income tax rate. In addition,
there is a surtax of 12 070 on that pari of per
sona/ income which exceeds 200,000 kr. (this
limit will be adjusted upwards from year to
year). The total tax liability is then reduced
by the »tax value» of the standard central and
local government personal deductions which
is found by multiplying the deductions by the
respective central and local government tax
rates on taxable income.

If this were the end of the story, things
would be relatively simple. Politicians have
not been able to give up altogether the idea
of progressive taxation of capital income,
however. Thus there is a special suna"< of 6 Ofo
on that part of the sum of personal income
and positive net capital income which exceeds
130,000 kr. Notice the asymmetry here: Nega
tive net capital income is not deductible from
the base for the 6 OJo tax. For married couples,
the 130,000 kr. deduction is transferable
between spouses. If one spouse does not fully
exploit his or her deduction, the remaining

1 Capital gains on shares and real estate plus interest
on pension savings are taxed according to Ihe special rules
sketched earlier.

4
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part can be transferred to the other spouse.
Because of the 6 070 surlax, much capjtal in
come will be taxed at a marginal rate of 56 %
rather than 50070, and high personal incomes
will be subject to a marginal tax of 68 070.

While the 6 % surtax introduces some pro·
gression into the taxation of capital income,
many taxpayers with substantial income from
wealth will undoubtedly find that the socalled
»transition scheme» for positive net capitaJ
income preserves a much more important
element of progression in the taxation of such
income. According to this scheme, only posi
tive capital income up to a maximum of
60,000 kr will be taxed at the low rates of
50-56 0J0 in 1987. The remaining part of ca
pital income will be taxed as personal income.
In subsequent years, the maximum limit of
60,000 kr will be raised by a fixed nominal
amount of 25,000 kr every year. Because of
inflation and growth, this »transition rule»
means that the proportion of capital in..:ome
which will be taxed as personal income will
sooner or later begin to grow. For instance,
if nominal capital income grows at an annual
rate of 10 OJo, it will take only about 9 years
before the taxpayer will experience a mono
tonous increase in the share of capita] income
subject to marginal tax rates of up to 68 070,
as Marthiessen (1986) has shown. We there
fore have to conclude that either policy
makers never really intended to live up to the
proclaimed reform goal of abolishing the
progressive taxation of capital income, or
otherwise they suffered from an embarrassing
spell of money illusion when they designed a
transition scheme which fails to allow for in
flation and growth. Personally, I am inclined
to believe lhat the transition scheme reflects
an important disagreement among the reform
makers. The Social Democrats probably
would like to preserve some measure of pro
gressive taxation of capital income whereas
the nonsocialist parties behind the reform
probably prefer purely proportional taxation
or all such income, so the odd »)[ransition
scheme» could be seen as a hopeless attempt
to reconcile these irreconsilable wishes.

However, since the )ong·term goal of pro
portional capital income taxation has repea
tedly been publicized, at least by the major·
ity of parties supporting the reform, I shall
assume in the calculations of subsequent sec·
tions that policy makers will sooner or later
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take the necessary steps to realize this goal by
adjusting the transition scheme. It should be
emphasized, though, that this is an assump
tion and not a certain outcome.

The 1985-86 tax reforms (taking effect in
1987) implies a lowering of marginal lax rates
for many households and an increase in be
nefits to families with children. The resulting
loss of net revenue is expected to be recovered
by a rise in the corporate lax rale and by the
broadening of the tax base. Thus foundations,
labour market organizations, mortgage credit
institutions, and some other forms of pre
viously tax~free or tax-favoured organizations
will be subject to tax at the corporate tax rate,
although they will be allowed to make deduc
tions for various ))socially beneficial» activi
ties. For households, certain personal deduc
tions have also been eliminated or reduced.

Besides these changes, the 1985 reform
package contained important innovations in
the taxation of non-corporate business in
come. According to the new rules, the busi
ness income of self-proprietors and partner
ships will be split into two parts: An imputed
return on the nel worth of the business which
is taxed as capital income, and residual ear
nings which are taxed as personal income un
less they are retained for accumulation in the
business, in which case they are taxed at a rate
of 50 070. Although this new business taxation
scheme is one of the most interesting elements
of the 1985 tax reform, the calculations be
low will concentrate on the corporate sector
in order to limit the scope of the paper).

2.6. The "PoIOIO Cure» oj 1986

Approximately one year after agreeing to
a reform which aimed at greater symmetry
and uniformity in the taxation of capital in
come, the majority of parties behind the re
form introduced a new asymmetry into the tax
system. This was done through the socalJed
»Potato Cure)) which was enacted during the
Danish potato harvest, and which will prob
ably force some Danish consumers lO switch
from more refined foodsluffs to potatoes. In
the light of a serious deterioration of the
Danish balance of payments, the ))cure)) in-

J Howel'tr, in a fnrlhcoming paper !-'.'i' shall also study
Ih~ impact of cax reforms on the marginal effective lax
rates on nono<orporate business income.

troduced various measures to curb private
consumption and to raise the very low private
sector savings rate. One of these measures was
a special tax of 20 % on the interest payments
on »)consumption loans», In other words this
tax effeclively raised the interest on such loans
by one fifth. The lax is levied only on con
sumers with negative net interest income, and
interest on loans to finance educalion, busi
ness, and owner-occupied housing is not tax
able.

As a result of the new tax, some debtors
now face a marginal tax rate of 50 0/0-20 0/0
= 30 % on capital income, while other
debtors are subject to the 50 % marginal rate
mentioned earlier. On the creditor side, agents
are facing marginal tax rates of 50 0/0, 56 070
or 68 070 on their income from capital, with
the latter rate resulting from the uansition
scheme for positive net capital income. At the
moment, we are thus a far cry from the com
mon tax rate of 50 % for all capital income
originally planned by Danish reform makers.

3. Methodology for calculating the
effects of tax reforms on savings
and investment incentives

3.1. Purpose of the calculations

Having outlined the main features of recent
Danish tax reforms, we shall now try to quan
tify the effects of these reforms on the incen
tives to save and invest in the nonfinancial cor
porate business sector. More specifically, we
shall attempt to illuminate how the reforms
have influenced the average level of marginal
effective tax rates on income from capital and
thereby the tax-induced distortion of the
choice between present and future consump
tion, and how the reform measures have
affected the differences in marginal effective
tax rates across types of assets, modes of
finance, and groups of investors, to see if dis
tortions in the paltern of savings and invest
ment have been reduced.

For this purpose we shall calculate margi
nal effective tax rates under 1980 tax rules and
compare them to the effective rates emerging'
in a hypothetical ~)post-reform~) situation in
which all transition schemes relating to the re
cent tax reforms have been phased out. Thus
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(4) V~I-t'D

(2) c~MRR-8

With a steady inflation rate of p, the pre
sent value of the after-tax gross profits (V) is

"(3) V ~ f (I-t') MRRe~IH6-'''''du~
o

(1-1') MRR

a+8-p

(1-t'D)( , ) ,a+o-p -0

(I~t')

Subsituting (2) and (3) into (4) and solving
for p, we obtain our expression for the real
net rate of return on the marginal investment
project which is just barely worth undertak
ing:

may therefore be interpreted as a marginal
wealth tax rate.

The variable c is usually termed »the cost
of capital». Following the leads of Hall and
Jorgenson (1967) and King and Fullerton
(1984, pp. 18-19), we may derive our ex
pression for p in the following manner: If
MMR is the real gross rate of return on an
extra krone of investment and 8 is the con
stant exponential rate of economic deprecia
tion, the real net rate of return on an invest
ment project with an initial cost of one krone
is

(5) p

where a is the firm's nominal discount rate
and t" is the effective tax rate on business
profits, to be specified later. The reader will
note that no wealth tax rate appears in (3)
since there is no corporate wealth tax in Den
mark. Note also that (3) abstracts from local
government property taxes which are almost
exclusively land value taxes (grundskyld).
These taxes are assumed to be fully capitalized
in land prices or to be matched by local go
vernment services to firms.

The net cost of an investment of one krone
is unity, the initial payment for the asset,
minus the discounted »tax value» of deprecia
tion allowances, investment tax credits and
similar investment subsidies. If the present
value of depreciation allowances per krone of
investment is D, a profit-maximizing firm will
thus carryon investing until

3.2. Theoretical framework: The cost of
capital and the marginal effective
tax rate

The simple theoretical framework for our
calculations is the one developed by King and
Fullerton (1984), adapted to allow for the spe
cific institutions of the Danish tax system. For
various types of investment projects, we want
to compute a marginal effective tax rate (m),
defined by King and Fullerton as the propor
tional difference between the required real pre
tax rate of return on a marginal investment
(c) and the real after-tax rate of return ob
tained by the savers providing the finance (s).
In other words, the marginal effective tax rate
is defined as

(I) m ~ (c~s)/c

our »post~reform» tax rates do not correspond
to those actually prevailing at the time'of writ
ing (1987), the main differences being that the
reduction of personal tax rates on capital in
come has not yet taken full effect, and that
the elimination of the double taxation of di
vidends stipulated in the 1985 tax reform ag
reement still has not been implemented. Mar
ginal effective tax rates will be calculated for
two types of assets (equipment and struc
tures), three sources of finance (debt, new
share issues, and retained earnings) and three
categories of investors (households, the L-P
sector, and foundations etc.). This particular
disaggregation reflects the differences in tax
rules applying to the different asset types,
modes of finance, and groups of investors.

Due to severe data limitations, many of our
estimates are highly uncertain, and our results
therefore probably only give a rough indica
tion of orders of magnitude. Within the scope
of the present paper it is impossible to describe
our methods of data construction and all the
assumptions underlying them, but such a de
scription is provided in an appendix available
from the author.

The various variables will be defined along
the way, but the reader may occasionally find
it useful to consult the list of symbols stated
in appendix A.

The term in the numerator (c-s) is the
»marginal effective tax wedge» which mea
sures the tax payment per krone invested. It
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In the sections below we shall set up ex
pressions for l", D and a based on Danish tax
rules and specify assumptions regarding p and
{) in order to derive indicators of investment
incentives from formula (5).

The other requirement for computing a
marginal effective tax rate is a measure of the
real net return to savings (s). On the King·
Fullerton assumption of perfect certainty, ar
bitrage behaviour in the capital marker can be
expected 10 ensure that savers will on average
earn the same net fate of relurn on the dif
ferent types of securities. I n particular, equi
librium will require the net return on shares
and debt instruments to be identical. If bonds
were the only debt instrument, and if all se
curities were sold directly to households with
a marginal personal rax rate on interest in
come of mi and an effective wealth tax rate
of W, »lhe» real net return to savings would
.hen be given by

(6) s=(r+p) (I-P m')-p-w

where r is the effective real rate of interest on
bonds (with r + p thus being the nominal in
terest rate), and ~ is the fraction of effective
nominal interest which is subject to tax
(O<P';;I).

Actually, bonds are nOI the only debt in
strument, and a substantial part of private
savings is channelled through the institutions
of the L-P sector, through foundations,
labour market organizations, non-profit in
stitutions etc. Since these institutions are sub
ject to special tax rules which are not easily
captured by a simple formula like (6), the cai
culation of )~the» return to savings is more
complicated than indicated above. Section
3.6. will describe in some detail how an
)}average}~ krone of Danish private savings is
taxed at the margin.

From a theoretical as well as a practical
point of view, the use of marginal effective
tax rates is certainly not unproblematic, as
Fullerlon (1984, 1986), Hansson and Stuart
(1985), and Bradford and Stuart (1986) have
pointed ouL For instance, it is assumed that
firms can always exploir all credits and deduc
tions at the earliest possible momeOl, that in
vestment is carried on right to the zero-profit
margin, and that firms expect the current tax
laws to be maintained in the relevant future.

On the other hand, the marginal effective

tax rate incorporates in a single measure the
effect of the taxes collected at the level of
firms, financial intermediaries and house
holds. Moreover, the effective tax rate mea
sures the real tax burden relative to the real
rate of return to capital. For these reasons,
marginal effective tax rates still seem a useful
means of summarizing information about a
country's system of capital income taxation,
given our present state of theoretical knowl·
edge.

In the following sections we shall apply the
framework sketched above to the Danish tax
system. All our calculations will assume a real
interest rate (r) of 7 % and most of them will
take the rate of inflation (p) to be 5 070, simp
ly because these figures are approximately
those prevailing in Denmark in 1987. Despite
a sharp decline in the rate of inflation and
nominal interest in recent years, the Danish
real rate of interest has remained stubbornly
high. However, because of the fluctuating
rates of inflation, we shall check the sensitivity
of some of our results to changes in the value
of 11. By taking the value of r to be fixed, we
are of course not postulating that the equili
brium real interest rate will necessarily remain
unaffected by the tax reforms. The purpose
of our calculations is simply to analyze how
the reforms· might have changed the incentives
to save and invest at a given pre-tax real inter~

est rate, i.e. how they might have shifted the
savings and investment schedules.

3.3. The Danish corporate tax system

Our attention will focus on the corporate
sector which accounts for the bulk of output
and investment in the private business sector.
The main features of the Danish corporate tax
system may be conveniently described by the
following variables:

t~ = statutory corporate income tax rate
md = personal marginal tax rate on dividends
e = opportunity cost of retained earnings in

terms of gross dividends foregone
ZS = statutory marginal rax rate on realized

nominal capital gains on shares
q = credit period for payment of corporate

income lax (years)

In table I the pre-reform and the post
reform corporate tax systems are summed up
in terms of the above variables. The statutory

•,:i<;
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Table I. The Danish corporale income tax 'ystem.

Value of

m" and a

,
"

q'

1980 lax rules

'0 ..

0=1.15

lIoldin¥ period <2 years: Z'=
personal m:uginaJ income lax r:n(:

Holding perios > 2 years:
l'=O fOT gains below 6,320 kr
1:'=47.5 lll" for gains between 6.320
and 10.000 kr
z' = 50 '10 for gains in excess of
10,000 kr

11f.' years

Post-reform lax rules

50 'I.

Alternative I: md =54 OJ,, and 8=2

Allernative 2: m" = 20 % and e = I

Holding period < J years:
L'=So-56 llJ,

Holding period > 3 years:

7.' .. ()2

1YJ yeah

I Rul~ applying to "non-professionah) im·e:;tors. Professional investors are taxed at ordinary rates on accrued gains.
! Rule applying to minority shareholders. Large shareholders owning 25 'i, or mOTe of the company's swd: arc sub·

ject fO tax wilh complell (bUI generous) deductions from raMble gains.
J Approximate figure applying to corporations using In!' calendar year as al'counling year.

i
I

I

I
i, ,

I'

t

corporale tax rate was 40 OJo in 1980, but since
1986 it has been 50 '10.

The variable ewas originally introduced by
King (1977) as an indicalOr of the degree of
integration between the corporate and per
sonal income tax systems. It measures the ad~

ditional total income received by the sharehol
der for every krone of post·corporate-tax earn
ings which is distributed. Under a ~~c1assical)}

corporate tax system there is no integration
at all with the personal tax system, and the
value of 0 is simply unity, reflecting the often
criticized »double taxation» of dividends.
However, most geverments do in fact try in
one way or another to provide some compen
sation to shareholders for this double taxa
tion. Thus, in 1980 the Danish government
added a (taxable) premium of 15 0J0 to the
dividends paid out by corporations, implying
a value of aof 1.15. According to the estimate
of the author. the dividends plus the premium
were on average taxed at a personal marginal
rate of approximately 64 0/0, This estimate is
based on 1980-<1ala on the distribution of in
dividuals across income brackets. The 64 OJo
marginal lax rale on dividends was relatively
close 1O the lOp marginal rate of 69 trio, re
necting the heavy concenrration of share
ownership in the upper income brackets.

The parties behind the 1985 tax reform have
agreed that the double taxation of dividends
should be completely eliminated by 1990, but

they do not agree on the means of realizing
this goal. According (Q one proposal (alter
native 1) the government. premium on divi
dends should be raised to 100 OJo (Le. 9 should
be raised to 2) to compensate fully for the
50 OJo corporate income tax, and the dividend
plus the premium should then be taxed as
capital income. However, the present minority
government favours the administratively
simpler procedure of abolishing the premium
on dividends (i.e. setting 8 at unity) and lower
ing the personal tax rate On dividends to 20 OJo
for all shareholders, even though this second
alternative would still seem to imply some
amount of double taxation. Since it is not yet
clear which alternative will ultimately be
adopted, both alternatives will be considered
in the calculations below. In the calculations
relating to alternative I, it is necessary to make
an assumption on the average value of the
post·reform marginal tax rate on dividends
(md). This rate will have 10 lie within the in
terval of 50-56 070, and as a rather subjec
live estimate, we have set md = 54 OJo.

The 1980 lax rules relaling to capital gains
on shares were a bil messy, as table I reveals,
but excepl for small gains on shares held for
more than two years, the marginal tax rate on
realized gains was approximately 50 OJo, and
this is the value of Zl assumed below for
1980. Our method of calculating the cost of
corporate finance requires that this statutory
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tax rate on realized gains be converted into an
effective tax rate on accrued capital gains. For
this purpose, we adopt the simple model of
shareholder behaviour developed by King
(1977, ch. 3) and also utilized in King and Ful
lerton (I984, p. J2): Suppose the shareholder
realizes a constant proportion Aof accumu
lated accrued gains in each period. A capital
gain of 1 krone in period one will then lead
to a realized gain of A. in period one and an
unrealized gain of I-A.. In the second period
realizations are equal to A. (1-),,), in the third
they are A (I-A)', and so on. The present
value of the stream of tax payments resulting
from one krone of accrued capital gain (z) will
therefore be 4

(7) z = AZ' f (1-1. ~ = Az' (I +id,)
i"'O I +idll A.+id h

where idh is the shareholder's nominal dis
count rate (specified in equation (14) of sec
tion 3.5). The variable z is the effective mar
ginal tax rate on accrued capital gains on
shares. In our calculations for 1980, we fol
low King and Fullerton in assuming A = 0.1,
implying a mean holding period for corporate
shares of 10 years (King 1977, ch. 2, provides
evidence from the U.S. and U.K. supporting
this estimate),

In the post-reform situation we see from
table 1 that minority shareholders have a
strong incentive to hold on to all of their
shares for at least three years, since all their
capital gains will then escape taxation. Thus
the theory behind (7) will hardly by applicable,
and instead our post-reform calculations as
sume that shareholders do not start realizing
their capital gains until after three years, im
plying a zero value of the effective tax rate Z.

This estimate probably does not greatly un
derestimate the true average post-reform value
of z, for even though dominant shareholders
may have to pay some tax on their realized
capital gains on shares held for more than
three years, the tax code enables them to score
a tax-free gain as large as 130.(X)() kroner on
shares held for 8 years or more. Moreover, it
seems that dominant shareholders rarely trade
their shares.

Just as z is less than Z"', the effective tax

4 Note (he error in prim in (he corresponding equation
(2.28) on p. 23 ofKing and Fuller(on (/984). The ('Offecl
formula for z is gil-en by our equation (7) which is in focI
identical (0 ~qllation (3./4) on p. 6/ of King (/977).

rate on a marginal increase in corporate pro
fits (t~) is less than the statutory corporate
tax rate (t~). One reason for this is the lag in
corporate tax payments mentioned in table 1.
Thus, corporations using the calendar year as
accounting year are not due to pay their tax
for the current year until November of the fol
lowing year, so if their earnings are sym
metrically distributed over the current year,
their tax payment on any extra income in that
year is effectively postponed for 16 months on
average. Generally, if the length of the credit
period for the payment of corporate income
tax is q, the resulting gain of liquidity will
ceteris paribus reduce the effective marginal
corporate tax rate from t~ to t~e-aq.

In addition, the possibility of deducting
profits retained for future investment pur
poses provides another method for postpone
ment of tax for Danish business firms. As
stated in table 2, firms are allowed to deduct
a maximum amount of 25 Ufo of net profits in
any year and transfer the amount to an »in
vestment fund» (which is just a special bank
account). To avoid future taxes on the prof·
its transferred to the investment fund (plus tax
on the interest accrued), the firm must use
them for investment within a certain number
of years after the deduction, and the assels ac
quired must immediately be written down by
the amount withdrawn from the investment
fund, implying a corresponding reduction of
the base for future depreciation allowances
and a concomitant rise in future taxable pro
fits. More formally, the effect of the invest
ment fund scheme may be described as fol
lows: if the firm retains h kr, for the invest
ment fund in year zero, its tax liability for that
year will fall by t~. In year x, when the pro
fits retained are used for investment. the
depreciation base of that investment is written
down by h kr" and the present value of the
resulting future tax increase will be t~hDe-xa,

as seen from year zero. Below we assume that
the firm always makes sufficient profits and
undertakes sufficient new investment or rein
vestment to be able to make continuous use
of the investment fund scheme. Allowing for
this scheme as well as for the delayed payment
of corporate income tax, and denoting the
proportion of gross profits (lvlRR) retained
for investment funds by y, Ihe effective cor
porate income tax rate may now be specified
as

';

-,'

--.-.,
.

j
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Table 2. Depreciation allowances in the Danish tax system.

Depreciation allowance
on equipment I

Depreciation allowance
on structures"

Maximum deduction for
investment fund

1980 rules

30 0-;0 declining balance, balance
non-indexed

Tax life 26 years, 10 0J0 of acquisition
cost in each of first 2 years, 6 0J0 of
acquisition cost during the next 8
years, and 2 0J0 during each of the
remaining 16 years. Acquisition cost
non-indexed

25 0J0 of taxable net profits, funds
must be used for investment within
12 years

post-reform rules

30 117~ declining balance, balance
fully indexed

Tax life 30 years, 6 1170 of fully
indexed acquisition cost in each of
the first 10 years, 2 17, of fully
indexed acquisition cost during each
of the remaining 20 years

25 IIJo of taxable net profits, funds
must be used for investment within
6 years

I By ,)cquipmentl> we mean machinery, means of transportation, business furniture etc.
2 These rules relate to all industries except hotels, restaurants, theatres and similar "entertainment» industries which

arc allowed less generous deductions.

(8) t~=e-aq [t~ (l-'Y)+t~yDe-aXl

On the basis of accounts for the period
1973-82 from a sample of more than 600
Danish manufacturing firms, deductions for
investment funds were found to fluctuate
about an average of approximately 6 llJo of
profits before interest and depreciation (cor
responding to our MRR-variable). Assuming
that deductions from marginal profits equal
the average deduction rate, we have therefore
set y = 0.06 in the calculations below.

To calculate the effective corporate tax rate
from (8) and the cost of corporate capital
from (5), we need to specify the present value
of depreciation allowances (D). Let us there
fore take a look at table 2 which summarizes
the essence of Danish depreciation allowances
for tax purposes. For equipment, there is
30 llJo declining-balance depreciation, and
since 1982 firms have been allowed to appre
ciate the balance in accordance with the rise
in a general price index. Thus the present value
of allowances for depreciation on a one krone
investment in equipment (DC) is:

(9) Dc= jO.3e-W.3H--ft»Udu= 0.3
o 0.3 + a-fp

where the parameter / assumes a value of unity
in the post-reform situation with full indexa
tion of depreciation balances, while/was zero
under 1980 tax rules which allowed no such
indexation. In fact, equation (9) slightly
understates the tax value of depreciation al-

lowances on equipment, since minor capital
goods with a price of about 4,300 kr (I 987)
or less are granted immediate full expensing.
Moreover, in the case of expensive assets
(costing 700,000 kr or more) the investing firm
can start taking the depreciation as soon as
a contract for delivery has been signed, even
if delivery does not take place until a later tax
year. For simplicity, we Shall abstract from
these details here.

The allowances on building investments are
a bit more complex to describe. For certain
industries like hotels, restaurants and the like
there are special (and less favourable) allow
ances, but the rules summarized in table 2 re
late to the bulk of business investment in
structures. In 1980, depreciation was on a
historical-cost basis, and the first two years
firms could depreciate 10 Ufo of the acquisition
cost, during the following 8 years the figure
was 6 Ufo, and in the remaining 16 years it was
2 llJo. Hence the present value of allowances
per krone of building investment was

2 W
(10) Dlo~fO.le-""du+ fO.06e-""du-

o 2
20
fO.02e-""du ~
w

(0.02) [5 _2e·-2a_2e-10a_e-26a]
a

In the post-reform situation there is full in
dexation of the depreciable acquisition cost,
the tax life of buildings is 30 years, and firms
are allowed to write off 6 llJo of the indexed
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acqUisitIOn cost during each of the first to
years, and 2 070 during all the remaining 20
years. These rules give us the post-reform for
mula

10 30
(II) D~r= JO.6c-fa ·-pI "du + JO.02e-lI

- 111 "du
o 10

=(0.02) [3 _2e-10(I-Pl_e W(a .pl]

a-p

Of course, the true economic depreciation
rate IS will generally differ from depreciation
for lax purposes. King and Fullerton (1984,
p. 29) have shown that if an asset truly de·
predates linearly and has an economic life of
L years. then the exponential rate of deprecia
tion which would imply the same present value
of the exponential and the true depreciation
stream can be approximated by

(12) o=2/L

for )}Iow)) discount rates. Following Dalgaard
(1987), who produced the estimates of capi
tal stocks to be used later. we shall assume an
average economic life of business equipment
of 15 years and an economic life of business
structures of 40 years, implying 0 = 0.133 for
equipment and 0 = 0.05 for structures.

3.4. The sources oj corporate jinana

To find the cost of corporate capital, we still
need to determine the relevant discount rate
of the corporation under alternative modes of
finance. As a prelude to this exercise, let us
take a look at table 3, which shows the
author'S rough estimate of the structure of

Danish corporate finance. The figures were
calculated on the basis of 1980-86 data on
bond and share issues and information on
marginal debt/equity ratios plus some as
sumptions on the relative importance of bond
and bank finance, based on the legal restric
tions on the use of bond finance. In principle.
the figures in table 3 thus indicate how cor
porate investment tends to be financed at the
margin, and in so far as the financing pattern
of intramarginal investment is different, the
average debt/equity ratio of the corporate
sector may deviate from the marginal ratio
shown in the table. Seen in an international
perspective, Danish corporations have tradi
tionally had relatively high debt/equity ratios.
This fact is reflected in table 3 according to
which 75 0J0 of new corporate investmenl is
financed by debl instruments. This leaves
25070 of investment to be financed by equity,
with roughly two thirds of equity capital being
raised through retained earnings and the re
maining one third being obtained via the stock
market, although this estimated division is
highly uncertain due to the fragility of the data
material.

A large pan of the shares issued by Danish
corporations is owned by olher corporations
(mother companies), but since their shares are
in turn typically owned by households, our es
rimate is that about two thirds of Donish
owned stocks in Danish corporations are held
by households. Since households also own the
bulk of bank deposits, they are estimated to
provide about 64 070 of corporate finance,
even though the share of bonds in household
portfolios is relatively small. Foundations (our
shorthand for a heterogeneous group of non-

.
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Mode of finance

Type of Debt· New share Retained Total
investor issu~s earnings

Households 49.1 4.7 10.0 63.8
L-P sector 20.7 2.8 6.0 29.l
Foundations 5.2 0.5 1.0 6.7

Total 75 8 17 1()()

Table J. Financial .structure of the Danish corporale sector (domesti(' sources of finance, pen:enrage of capital stock).

,,
-1
i,
!,

, Weighled average anoss equipment and !>truClures. For investmenlS in equipmem, the figures are: Households: '- i
54.8. L-P sector: 16.1, Foundations: 4.1. For inves(m~OI in structures. the corresponding figures are: 42.6. 25.8 -- i
and 6.6.
Debt finance supplied by banks js allocated to the household sector.
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profit institutions, labour-market organisa
tions etc.) and L-P sector investors are large
bondholders. but their holdings of shares are
less important, and their bank deposits are al·
most negligible relative to their total assets,
so according to table 3 they supply only about
6 070 and 30 070 of total corporate finance. re
spectively. In practice, part of Danish busj·
ness finance is also obtained through foreign
loans and foreign purchases of Danish bonds
and shares. but since many of the changes in
Danish tax rules have not affected the incen
tives of foreign investors to save and invest
in Denmark, we have left out these foreign
sources of finance from table 3. One might
say that we want to illuminate how the tax re·
forms have influenced the incentives to form
Danish·owned capital in Denmark. If instead
we wanted to investigate how the new tax code
will affect total capital formation by foreign
as well as domestic investors, we should allow
for capital mobility and foreign sources of
finance along the lines suggested by Alworth
(1988),

The Simplified picture of L':orporate debt
finance underlying our calculations is given in
Figure I. In Denmark, corporate as well as
non-corporate domestic debt finance for new
investment is almost exclusively obtained
either from banks or from various institutions
(mainly mortgage credit institutions) raising
their funds in the bond marker. Figure I shows

how one krone of corporate debt is allocated
across the two debt instruments and across the
various investor groups. For new investment
in business and structures as a whole, we esti
mate that the rate of bond to bank finance is
64/36, with the ratio being 80120 for invest
ment in structures and 50/50 for equipment.
Approximately one third of the bonds is sold
to the banks, and almost half of the bonds are
acquired by the L-P sector. The remaining
part of the new bonds is assumed to be equally
divided between foundations and households,
although we have had to rely on very limited
and indirect evidence for this estimate. In
total, banks are financing 58 070 of new invest
ment in the form of loans or bond purchases.
For our estimates to be consistent, banks must
in turn obtain this finance in the form of de·
posits. Since the deposits of foundations and
L-P sector investors are very small relative to
total bank liabilities, we assume for simplic·
ity that the additional deposits are provided
solely from households.

3.5. The cost oj corporate finance

Let us now consider the costs of corporate
finance. Under debt finance the owners of the
corporation will make a net gain as long as
the post-corporatc-tax rate of return on the
extra investment exceeds the nct-of-taX interest
rate on the debt. Assuming that the bank

CORPORATIONS Debtors

Creditors

0.583

Banks

BAnk Loans
0.359

Households

0.071

0.224

0.071

Bonds
0.641

Foundations

0.276

L-P sector

I '
;

Figure I. The structure of corporat~ debt finance-.

- The figure indicates how one krone or corporate debt is alJOC".l.ted among the various debt instruments and among
the difrerenl im-eSlor groups. Figures are weighted avc:rages across equipment and structures. For investments in
equipment, the e.stimated division of finance bel ween bonds and bank loans is 0.8 and 0.2, respectively. For in
vestment in structures, the corresponding division is 0.5 and 0.5.
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lending rate will equal the interest rate on
bonds in a steady state. the nominal discount
rate for a debt-financed investment project
(ad) is therefore simply given by

(13) a' = i (I-at~)

where i = r + p is the pre-tax nominal in
terest rate and a is the fraction of interest
which may be deducted from taxable profits.
In our calculations for 1980 we have set a
equal to unity, because the availability since
late 1980 of »cash loans)) from the bond~

issuing mortgage credit institutions made these
loans equivalent (for tax purposes) [Q bank
loans with a fully deductible nominal interest
rate. In the post-reform situation these cash
loans have been abolished, and we have esti
mated this to reduce a to 0.979 for investment
in equipment and to 0.958 for investment in
structures. with the lower value for structures
reflecting the greater importance of mortgage
credit for this type of investmenl.

Consider next the case where investment is
financed by new share issues and where nct
profits are distributed in the form of divi
dends. To be acceptable to shareholders, the
investment project must at least yield a return
net of corporate tax which will enable them
to obtain a net dividend yield equal to their
marginal opportunity cost of holding the
shares. For household shareholders, we take
this opportunity cost (idb) to be a weighted
average of the after-tax return obtainable on
bonds (i~), on ordinary bank accounts (ig),
and on the socalled »Children's Savings Ac
couO{s» (i~) which represent the only Quanti
tatively significant type of tax-favoured sav
ings scheme for non-pension purposes in
Danish banks. Using weights reflecting the re
lative shares of these three assets in household
pOflfolios, we thus define

(14) id, = 0.108i~ +0.838i; + 0.054i~

The nominal after-tax return on bonds to
an ordinary household investor is easily seen
lObe

The calculation of the after-tax rate of re
turn to ordinary bank deposits is a bit morc
problematic. In the I980s, the (weighted)

average rate of interest on the various types
of ordinary deposits has tended to be about
6 percentage points lower than the bank lend
ing rate. However. on the King-Fullerton
(1984, p. 28) assumption of a competitive
banking sector making zero nel profits on the
marginal krone of deposits, the interest dif
ferential of 6 percentage points will accrue to
depositors in the form of untaxed bank serv
ices. The total return on deposits will there·
fore be i, but this will be subject to an income
tax of only mi (i-O.06), implying a net re
turn after income and wealth taxes of

(16) i1=i-m i (i-O.06)-w

Contributions to a Children's Savings Ac
count can be made by parents, grandparents,
grand-grandparents etc. as long as the child
is below 21 years of age and provided the con
tributions start before the child turns J4. The
interest earned on the savings is tax-free, the
deposit is not subject 10 wealth tax, and be
fore the tax reforms savings were also deduct
ible within certain limits despite the absence
of any taxation when the accumulated capi
tal is paid out. Because of this deductibility,
a household saver with a marginal tax rate m;
depositing an amount of l/(I_mi ) kroner in
the account would only have to reduce his
consumption by one krone. With an average
accumulation period of 10 years, the ~~effec

tiven (or »)equivalent») net rate of return on
savings via Children's Savings Accounts
would therefore be given by the equation

eWit = (I/(J -m'» eilli

implying

(17) i~=i+(I!IO) 108 (l/(I-m'»

After the tax reforms contributions to
Children's Savings Accounts are no longer de
ductible, but the interest is still tax-free, so we
simply have i~ = i.

Having specified the net rate of return on
shares required by households, we turn now
to the L·P sector. Under 1980 tax rules, L-P
sector shareholders were completely exempt
from tax, so their opportunity cost of share
holding was simply the pre-tax rate of interest
on bonds, since the share of bank deposits in
the portfolios of L-P sector investors is negli
gible. In the post-reform situation, L-P sector I

!
"i

. , j
,•.:1
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(l9b) a;~O.03+p (post-reform)

(18) a:: e (l-md)-w~idh

shareholdings are still tax-free, but the special
tax mentioned in section 2.3 means that the
institutions in the sector can only expect to
earn a net real interest rate of about 3 070 on
their holdings of bonds, implying a nominal
opportunity cost of shareholding of 0.03 + p.

Like L-P sector investors, Danish founda
tions were tax-free in 1980, but under post
reform tax rules they will be subject to tax on
their dividend income as well as their interest
income, the latter stemming almost exclusively
from bond holdings.

With these observations in mind, we may
determine the discount rates of the three in
vestor groups (aI:, a~', ar') from the following
equations:

Discount rates under finance by new
share issues

Households:

(l9a)

L-P sector:

a"=i, (1980)

An alternative mode of equity finance is
finance by retained earnings, where the cor
poration »ploughs back» its profits in new in
vestment projects or uses them to repay some
of its debt, and the return on the company's
shares accrues as a capital gain. In equation
(7) we specified the effective tax rate on
household capital gains on shares (z). If ar is
the post-corporate-tax rate of return on the
new investment financed by retentions, the net
return to the household shareholder will be
a" (l-z)-w. As we have already mentioned,
income from shares is completely tax-free for
L-P sector investors under both sets of tax
rules, so the net return to this investor group
is simply ar • Like the L-P sector, foundations
were tax-exempt in 1980, and like households,
they will escape the tax on capital gains on
shares in the post-reform situation, if they
hold on to their stock for at least three years.
Therefore we also take the net rate of return
of foundations to be or under both tax re
gimes. Equating the net yields to the oppor
tunity costs of supplying the finance, we then
get the following expressions for the relevant
corporate discount rates (ar" a~, aD for the
three investor groups:

Foundations etc.:

(1980)

Discount rates under finance by re
tained earnings

Households:

(20b) a; e(I-tl)~i (I-~tn (post-reform) (22) ai, (l-z)-w=idh

The left-hand sides of equations (18) through
(20) are the net-of-tax dividend yields, and the
right-hand sides are the opportunity costs of
holding shares. In equation (20b), a distinc
tion is made between the tax rate on the divi
dend income of foundations (tt) and the ef
fective tax rate on their interest income (tf).
This distinction is necessary, for while the
Danish withholding tax on dividends means
that there will be almost no lag in the payment
of tax on this type of income, there wil! in fact
be an approximate lag of q = 16 months in
the payment of taxes on the interest income
of foundations, so 1'( will be lower than the
statutory tax rate on foundations which in
turn equals the statutory corporate tax rate.
More precisely, we have

Foundations etc.:

(23b) a:~0.03+p (post-reform)

(1980)

(1980)ar = i,

L-P sector:

(24b) a:~j (1-~til (post-reform)

(24a) a: ~ j

(23a)

Since discount rates under equity finance
generally differ across investor groups, we are
left with the question which discount rate is
actually used by the corporation? In this study
we shall assume that the corporation's dis
count rate is simply a weighted average of the
discount ratcs of individual investor groups,

,
tf = t~ e-Qi (I-- Ill l)(21 )
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